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Fix a curve Cc P” (i.e., a locally Cohen-Macaulay pure one-dimen- 
sional subscheme of P”) and let I,,, be its ideal sheaf. We work over an 
algebraically closed base field K with characteristic zero; this assumption is 
needed only because some of the references (e.g., [BE51 ) used it. Choose 
homogeneous coordinates x0, . . . . x, of P” and set Q := K[x,, . . . . x,]; let m 
be the homogeneous ideal of Q generated by all forms of degree >O. Set 
M(C) := @ H’(P”, I&t)); M(C) is a graded Q-module; it is called the 
Hartshorne-Rao module of C. Since C is locally Cohen-Macaulay, M(C) 
has finite length. We will always assume that C is not arithmetically 
Cohen-Macaulay, i.e., that M(C) # 0. The diameter diam(C) of C is 
p--4+1 if H’(P”, I&t))=0 when either t> p or t< q and 
H’(P”, It+(z)) # 0 for z = p and z = q. Ellia [E] defined an important 
invariant of M(C) (hence of C), the order ord(C) of C, in the following 
way: ord(C) is the minimal integer t such that m’(M(C)) = 0. Although 
very important, ord( C) is a rather rough invariant of C and one would like 
to have more precise information about the Q-module structure of M(C). 
Fix integers a, b with a < b, and t E H’(P”, It,,(a)), t’ E H’(P”, I,,(b)); t’ is 
called a descendant (or an offspring) of t if there is an homogeneous poly- 
nomial p E Q, deg(p) = b - a, with pt = t’; we say that t survives in degree 
b if it has a non-zero descendant in H’(P”, I,,(b)). We say that M(C) is 
generated in degree a if every element of M(C) of degree #a is a linear 
combination of offsprings of elements of degree a; M(C) is generated in 
degree <a if every element of M(C) of degree > a is a linear combination 
of offsprings of elements of degree a. 
To state the main results (Theorems 1 and 2) of the first section of this 
paper, we need the following notations. Fix integers d, g, n, with n 2 3, 
ga0, and either d>g+n or g32 and (n-l)(d-n-2)>(n-2)(g-2). 
In [BE41 for n = 3 and in [BE51 for n > 3 Ballico and Ellia defined an 
irreducible component W(d, g; n) of the Hilbert scheme of curves of degree 
d and genus g in P”. If d > g + n, W(d, g; n) is the component of Hilb(P”) 
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containing integral curves with a non-special hyperplane section. If 
d < g + n (hence g > 2), W(d, g; n) is the only irreducible component of 
Hilb(P”) containing the following reducible curve A’. Set j = g + n - d; X 
has only ordinary double points and is the union of a rational normal 
curve T, deg( T) = n, two general secant lines A, B to T, j general smooth 
rational curves of degree n - 2, each of them spanning a P”- ‘, each of 
them intersecting both A and B and intersecting T at exactly n - 2 points, 
plus the union of d - n - 2 - j(n - 2) general secant lines of T. 
THEOREM 1. Fi,u integers d, g, n such that W(d, g; n) is defined; fix a 
general C E W(d, g; n ); 
(a) if d B n + (ng/(n - 1)) then M(C) is generated in degree 1; 
(b) ifd<g+nandeithern>3orp(d,g,n):=g-(n+l)(g+n-d) 
> 0 and n = 3, then M(C) is generated iu degree 2. 
Note that if d > g + n, we have p(d, g, n) 2 0. Note that if d > g + n every 
T~W(d,g;n)hash’(P”,I,,(l))#O.Ifd~g+nageneralC~W(d,g;n)is 
linearly normal (it follows from semicontinuity and the definition of 
W(d, g; n)); thus M(C) is generated in degree g2 if and only if it is 
generated in degree 2. Check that if p(d, g, n) 20, then W(d, g; n) is 
defined. We do not need the connection between the Brill-Noether number 
p(d, g, n) and the notion of “general moduli.” 
THEOREM 2. Fix integers d, g, n with d 2 g + n. Then a general 
CE W(d, g; n) has diam(C) = ord(C). 
By the main theorems of [BEl] (if n = 4), [BE21 (if n = 3), and [BE31 
(if n > 4), the curve C in the statement of Theorem 2 has maximal rank; by 
[MM] either diam(C) = ord( C) or diam(C) = ord(C) + 1; I want to stress 
that [E, MM] were very important for the genesis of the present paper. 
The union of Theorems 1 and 2 gives an affirmative answer to [E, Ques- 
tion 11. For n > 3 these results are sharper than [B, Theorem l] (while the 
proofs are different). The proofs of these results are short; while the proof 
of Theorem 1 (and its statement is very elementary, the proof of 
Theorem 2 (given after the proof of 1.5) uses also heavily the proofs in 
[BE3]; for both results it is essential the way in which in [BE4, BR5] 
W(d, g; n) is defined. In 1.5 and 1.6 we give some variations of the theme; 
e.g., we specify sometimes how general C must be in Theorem 2. 
In the second section of this paper (in my opinion not less interesting 
than the first one), we give a few results about the order of hyperelliptic 
curves. 
Notations. For all positive integers a, b with a 2 6, ((a; 6)) will denote 
the binomial coefficient; thus ((a; 6)) := (a!)/(b! (a-b)!). Let Z be a closed 
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subscheme of the scheme V; I,,, will denote the ideal sheaf of Z in V; if 
V= P”, we will write often I,,, and 0, (or 0) instead of I,, and 0,. 
A curve Cc P” is said to have maximal rank if for all integers t the restric- 
tion map r,(t): H’(P”, O,(t)) --f H’(C, O,(t)) has maximal rank. 
Fix integers (d, g, n) such that n > 3, g > 0, and either d 2 g + n or g 2 2 
and (n-l)(d-n-2)>(n-2)(g-2) ( i.e., such that W(d, g; n) is defined); 
assume 2d+ 1 - g 2 ((n + 2; 2)); by definition the critical value of (d, g, n) 
is the minimal integer t 2 2 such that td+ 1 - g d ((n + t; n)). 
1 
Choose homogeneous coordinates x0, . . . . x, of P” and a basis ui, . . . . v,, 
x := ((n + t; n)), of H’(P”, O,(t)), t >O. Let $(n, t): 0, -+x0,(t) be the 
morphism defined by &n, t)(c) = (cv,, . . . . cv,). Set E,, := Coker(b(n, t)) 
and let I;,,, be its dual. Defining $(n, t) without using coordinates, one sees 
that E,, and F,,, I are homogeneous. F,,, I = Q( 1) while F,,, and En,, for t > 1 
were for instance defined in [G, MM] (the latter paper stressed also their 
importance for the Hartshorne-Rao module). To obtain Theorem 1 we 
could use only F,,, , , but the case t > 1 is important for the other results and 
can be handled in the same way. 
Fix a curve Cc P”. By the definitions of d(n, t) and F,,,, for all integers 
k we get the following exact sequences on P”: 
0 + F,,,,(k) 8 I,,, + ((n + c n)) I,,,(k - t) + I,,(k) + 0 (1) 
0 + I,,(k) + ((n + t; ~1) I,,(k + t) + E,.,(k)@ I,,, -+ 0. (2) 
Since F,,, is locally free, we have the following exact sequence on P”: 
O+f’n,,W)OI.,n -f’,,,(k) -F,,,(k) I C+O. (3) 
Remark 1.1. By ( 1) for C = 0 and the cohomology of P”, we obtain 
h’(P”, F,,,(k)) = 0 for i = 1, 2, n B 3, and all integers t, k with k 2 t. 
Remark 1.2. By (1) in h’(F,Jk)@I, .) = 0 every element of 
H’&,(k)) comes from H’(I,,,(k- t)); by l.l’it is sufficient to check when 
hi(C, F,,,(k) 1 C) = 0. By (1) and (3) this condition is also necessary if 
h’(C, O,(k - t)) = 0. 
In general h’(F,,,(k)@I,,) measures the part of H’&,(k)) not coming 
from H’(I,,,(k - t)). Similarly h’(E,,,(k) @ I, .) measures the part of 
H’(1,,(k)) which does not survive into H”(I,,,(k+ t)) (at least if 
hO(I,,,(k + t)) = 0). 
We recall the following fact: 
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Fact 1.3 [GLP, Remark 2, p. 4981. Fix a non-degenerate smooth 
curve C of degree n and genus g in P”. If g 6 n - 1, then M(C) is generated 
in degree 1. If n> g and C is linearly normal, then M(C) is generated in 
degree 2; in particular this happens if n= g + n and O,( 1) is not special. 
For the proof of Theorems 1 and 2 we will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1.4. Let D c P" be a smooth, irreducible rational curve, 
deg( D) = m, D spanning a linear space A4 with dim(M) = m. Then all the line 
bundles which are irreducible factors of E,,,,/D have degree tm or tm + 1. 
Proof. By the restriction to D of (2) with C= 0 we get that every line 
bundle which is a factor of E,,,, 1 D has degree amt. Since deg(E,,, 1 D) = 
tm + tm(rank(E,,,)) and m dn, it is sufficient to check that 
h’(D, F,, [(t) 1 D) = 0. This follows from 1.2 and the projective normality 
(and rationality) of D. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1. (a) Fix n, d, g; by assumption there are 
non-negative integers U, m, s, with g= (n - l)u+m, O<m<n- 2, 
d=n +nu+s, with s>,n if m >O; by 1.3 the result is true if g<n, 
hence if u = 0. Assume u > 0 and by induction on u the result is true for a 
general C’E W(d’, g’; n) with d’ := d- n, g’ := g - (n - 1) (i.e., 1.2 and the 
vanishing of h’(O,( 1)) which comes from the definition of W(d- 1, g; n), 
semicontinuity, and the generality of C) that h’(C, F,Jt + 1) 1 C) = 0 for 
every t 2 1. Take a rational normal curve D, deg(D) = n, D intersecting 
quasi-transversally C at exactly n - 1 points. Then ([Se] or [HH]) 
C v D E W(d, g; n). Consider the MayerrVietoris exact sequence 
O+F,,.t(t+ 1) I (CvD)-rF,,,,(t+ 1) I cOf’,,.,(t+l) I D 
-F,,,(t+l)I (CnD)+O. (4) 
By 1.4 each direct summand of F,,,,(t + 1) I D has degree an - 1; hence, 
since Cn D is reduced and card(Cn D) <n, the restriction map 
H”(D, F,,,(t + 1) 1 D) + H”(C n D), F&t + 1) 1 (C n D)) is surjective. 
Thus in the cohomology exact sequence associated to (4), the last 
map between the Ho’s is surjective; thus by (4) we have 
h’(CvD,F,Jt+1)~(CvD))=Oforeveryt~l. 
(b) This case is similar. As remarked after the statement of 
Theorem 1, in this range of (d, g, n) a general element YE W(d, g; n) is 
linearly normal; furthermore by semicontinuity and the definition of 
W(d, g; n) (plus a few Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences like (4) as in the 
proof of part (a)), h’( Y, 0,(2))=0; thus (by 1.2) part (b) for such Y is 
equivalent to the vanishing of h’( Y, FJ t + 2) I Y) for all t > 0. If d = g + n, 
part (b) is contained in 1.3. Assume d< g + n. By the definition of 
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W(d, g; n) there are integers j, a, 6, with j> 0, 0 < b < a, a - b < j, such that 
d=n+2+j(n-2)+a,g=2+j(n-l)+b;wewanttouseinductiononj; 
however, the starting point “j = 0” is outside our domain; this case is inside 
the non-special domain considered in Theorem 2 and will be considered in 
the proof of Theorem 2 just below. Set d” := d - n + 2, g” = g - n + 1. Fix 
a general CE W(d”, g”; n). By induction on j (with the hole just pointed 
out if j - 1 = 0) and the generality of C E W(d”, g”; n) we have 
h’( C, F,,,( t + 2) 1 C) = 0 for every t > 0. Let D be a smooth rational curve 
with deg(D) = n - 2, D spanning a linear space of dimension n, with D 
intersecting C exactly at n points and quasi-transversally (the basic 
ingredient of [BE5]; the existence and abundance of such D (for general 
C) is easy: project C into P2 from n - 2 general points of C and note that 
nodes must come). By 1.4 for every t, every direct summand of 
F,,,(t + 2) 1 D has degree 22n - 5. Thus if n > 3, the restriction map 
H’(C,F,,,,(t+2) 1 C)+H’(CnD,F,Jt+2) 1 (CnD)) is surjective (this 
is the reason for the difference between the case “n > 3” and the case 
“n = 3”). Exactly as in the proof of part (a) from this and the Mayer- 
Vietoris exact sequence (4) we get that h’(CuD,F,Jt+2)( (CuD))=O. 
Note that Cu D E W(d, g; n) (at least for general D and C: see [BE& 
1.2(2)] and/or the proof of [BE& 2.71; alternatively take C’ and D’ with 
C’ defining the curve for W(d”, g”; n), C’u D’ defining the curve for 
W(d, g; n) and then move C’ to C); by semicontinuity the same vanishing 
holds for a general XE W(d, g; n), proving part (b) for n > 3. Now assume 
n = 3, d < g + 3, and p(d, g, 3) >, 0. Check that there are integers U, u, )t’, 
with d=5+2u+v, g=2+3u+Mv, u>O, O<,vd2, wdo<u+~~. We use 
induction on U. Set d” = d- 2, g” = g - 3; note that p(d, g, 3) = p(d”, g”, 3) 
(the starting point “U =O” being again covered proving independently 
Theorem 2). Repeat the proof of the case “n > 3” taking CE W(d”, g”; 3), 
C general, and taking as D a smooth conic intersecting C exactly at 4 
points and quasi-transversally; C u D E ( W(d, g; n), e.g., by the union of 
[BE4,1.8] and [SE, 2.31. 1 
We obtain in a similar way also the following result. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Fix integers g, n, k, t, d, with g 2 0, n 2 3, t ~z k > 1, 
d>g+n, und((n+k;n))ak(g+n)+l-g(i.e., ,vith(g+n,g,n)ofcriti- 
cul value <k). Then for a general CE W(d, g; n), H’(Ic,,(t)) is generated by 
fmc.nUH. 
Proof: Fix a general XE W(g + n, g; n); by the main theorems in 
[BEl], [BE2], [BE31 (respectively for n =4, n = 3, and n > 4), X has as 
maximal rank. Hence by the assumption on k we have H’(I,,(t))=O. By 
the definition of W(d, g; n), we dhave h’(X, O,( 1)) = 0. By (1) and (3) we 
haveh’(X,F,,-,(t)IX)=O.Let YbetheunionofXandd-g-ngeneral 
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disjoint lines, each of them intersecting X exactly at a point and quasi- 
transversally. Exactly as in the proof of Theorem l(a), by 1.4 for m = 1 
and d- g - n Mayer-Vietoris exact sequences (like (4)) we get 
/I’( Y, F,,,-,(t) 1 Y) =O. Since YE W(d, g; n) [BES, Lemma 2.21 the thesis 
follows by semi-continuity. 1 
We want to stress that 1.5 covers Theorem 2 (with a much stronger 
statement and a very easy proof), except in a very small range: when 
(d, g, n) and (g+ n; g, n) have the same critical value. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Fix n, g and let k be the critical value of 
(g + n, g, n); we have just remarked that Theorem 2 is true for (d, g, n) if 
the critical value of (d, g, n) is not k. Thus we assume that the critical value 
of(d,g,n)(henceof(y,g,n)forall~-withg+n~y~d)isk.Ifd=g+n, 
the result is contained in 1.3. We assume d> g + n and the result is true for 
(d-l, g,n). Fix a general CE W(d-1, g;n). Since h’(O,(l))=O by 
definition of W(d- 1, g; n), the inductive assumption means that 
hi(C, K,r,kpz(k- l))<h’(P”, I,,(k- 1)) (use (l), (3), and a numerical 
calculation to check that the last cohomology group cannot vanish). 
Fix a general line D intersecting C at one point and quasi-transversally. 
Exactly as in the proof of 1.4, we have that C u D E W(d, g; n ) 
and that h’(CuD, F,,,+?(k- 1) I (Cu D))<h’(C, F,,,,-Jk- 1)). Since 
h’(Cu D, 0 cv ,(k - 1)) > h”( C, Oc(k - 1)) (Riemann-Roth or a Mayer- 
Vietoris exact sequence) we have hi(P”, I,(k- 1)) < h’(P”, I.,.(k- l)), 
hence the thesis. By semicontinuity it is sufficient to know that for general 
C and D, Cu D has maximal rank (hence the postulation of a general 
element of W(d, g; n); this is true if n = 4 by the last 13 lines of [BEl], if 
n = 3 by [BE2, Proof of 5.21, if n > 4 by [BE3, Proof of 5.3 and 5.41). i 
The proof of the next result is very similar to the proof of 1.5 (essentially 
we will only need to quote [BE&BE8]). 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Fi-x integers d, g, n with g 2 0, d > g + n, n 2 3. Then 
there exists an integer k(g, n) such that for every t 2 k( g, n), for every 
smooth connected complete curve Z of genus g, for every L E Pied(Z) a 
general embedding W of Z in P” with L as a hyperplane section has maximal 
rank and H’(P”, Ict:Jt)) is generated by H’(P”, I,,,Jl)); in particular if 
d $0, ord( W) = diam( W). 
Proof: By [BE7, Theorem 23 (if n = 3) and [ BE8, Theorem II] (if 
n > 3) there is an integer d(g, n) such that for every d 2 d( g, n), for every 
smooth curve Z of genus g, and for every L E Pied(Z), a general embedding 
h of Z in P” with h*(Ohczj( 1)) = L has maximal rank. Unfortunately the 
integer d(g, n) which comes from the proofs of the quoted results in [BE7, 
BEX] is huge; but it exists. We will use only its existence and that d(g, n) 
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is not too small, say d(g, n) 2 2g + n. Set k( g, n) := d( g, n); we will show 
that 1.4 holds true with this choice of k(g, n). 
First assume d< d( g, n). By Castelnuovo’s theorem, for every integral 
curve A c P” with deg(A) = d, we have h’(P”, IAJf)) =0 for every tad. 
Thus in this case the statement of 1.6 is vacuously true. 
Now assume d> d( g, n). Fix a smooth curve Z of genus g and 
LEPi&(Z). Fix PieZ, l<i<d-d(g,n), with P,#P, if i#j. Set 
L’ := L( -P, - . . . - Pd--dcg,n)) E Pit d(g,n)(Z). By the quoted results in 
[BE7, BE8], there is an embedding h: Z -+ P” with h*(Ohcz)) = L’ and 
h(Z) of maximal rank. Let k’( g, n) be the critical value of (d(g, n), g, n); it 
is trivial to check that k’(g, n) < d( g, n). Since h(Z) has maximal rank, 
we have h’(P”, IhtZj,Jt)) =0 for every t>k’(g, n); in particular 
h’((/z(Z), Fn,lp,(t)) 1 h(Z))=0 by 1.2. Fix general lines DicP”, 1 <i< 
d-d(g, n), with h(Pi)s Di; we need only that for every i, Di intersects 
the union of h(Z) and the lines Dj with jq i only at h(Pi) and quasi- 
transversally. Fix t ak(g, n) (hence t >k’(g, n)). Set C, = h(Z) and Ci 
the union of C, and all the lines L, with j< i. We checked by induction 
on i in the proof of 1.5 that h’(C,,F,,,-,(t))=O for every i<d-d(g,n). 
By [BE6, Proposition 2.11, Cd--d(g,,l, is the limit of a flat family {W(z)}, 
ZE B, B smooth afline irreducible curve with OE B, W(o) = Cd--d,g,nb 
with for every z E B\ { o 1 W(z) z Z and such that, under this isomorphism, 
O,(,,( 1) goes to L. By semicontinuity for general z we have 
A’( W(z), F,,-,(t) 1 W(z)) =O. Since the set of projections in P” of a curve 
Z’ c P’ is irreducible (in our situation P’= P(H’(Z, L)*)), we may satisfy 
simultaneously the two conditions “maximal rank” and “the part of H1 of 
degree t’ > k( g, n) is generated in degree 1”; indeed note that for fixed d 
(for instance again by Castelnuovo’s theorem) the last condition involves 
only finitely many integers t’ (hence by semicontinuity it is an open condi- 
tion), and that 1.2 gives a translation of this condition which does not 
involve the cohomology of C,- d(g, ,,,. 1 
Compare 1.6 with Corollary 2.4. 
In Theorem l(b) we do not claim that the general CE W(d, g; n) has 
maximal rank; indeed this is sometimes false at least if n = 3; take da 8 and 
g=2d-8; since a general CE W(d, g;n) has h’(C,0,(2))=0, a general 
CE W(d, 2d - 8; 3) is a curve of type (3, d - 3) on a smooth quadric, hence 
for da 8 it has not maximal rank. It is curious how a good property 
(O,(2) not special) forces the curve to have bad postulation. 
2 
In this section we will say something about the order of the hyperelliptic 
curves. In particular we will show that “in general” for every n b 5 most 
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hyperelliptic curves Cc P” have ord(C) < diam(C) (and even ord(C) 4 
diam(C)). Instead we will show that every hyperelliptic space curve E with 
genus g > 3 and degree g + 4 has ord( E) = diam( E). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. We will show that any hyperelliptic curve B of 
degree d> 7 and genus d - 4 in P’ has ord( B) = diam( B) and 
hi(P), I,.,(d - 4)) # 0. Every linearly normal smooth hyperelliptic curve 
A4 c P”, M of degree d and genus d - 4, is contained in a minimal degree 
surface Fc P4, deg(F) = 3; except in very few cases (and certainly for 
general M) F is smooth, hence Fz F,. Thus Pic( F) has generators h, fwith 
the relations h2 = -1, hf = 1, .f’ = 0, and S is embedded by Ih + 2fl while 
ME 12h + (d- 2) fl. Fix a general point P E P4. The projection rr from P 
into P3 sends F onto a cubic surface F’ with double line R, R the image of 
a conic Nc F, NE ]h +f]. Thus MN = d - 2 and for general P the projec- 
tion of A4 is a smooth curve C with card (R n C) = d- 2. Thus the 
homogeneous ideal of C cannot be generated by forms of degree d d- 3. 
Since h’(I,(d-5))=h’(C,O,(d-5))=0, by Castelnuovo and Mumford’s 
lemma we have h,(I,(d-4)) #O. Since the line R is not the image of a 
(d- 2)-secant line of P’, the proof of [B] shows that ord(M) 3 d- 3; 
indeed the assumption about P4 means exactly that the restriction map 
HL(P3, I,,(l))+ H'(R, 1 cnR,R( 1)) is injective; then (2) and 1.4 for n= 
m = 1 show that every non-zero class in H’(R, I,,...( 1)) survives in 
H’(R, I cnR.R(d-4)); then note that for any plane A containing R the 
mapsH’(P3,Ic,3(d-4))~H’(~,I,,..,(d-4))andH’(~,I,,.4.,(d-4))~ 
H ‘( R, I,, C,R(d - 4)) are surjective. By the refinement of Castelnuovo’s 
theorem in [GLP] we have k1(P3, I,,,(d-3))=0. Thus ord(C)= 
diam( C). Now consider any smooth hyperelliptic curve of degree d > 7 and 
genus d- 4 in P3; by semicontinuity h1(P3, I,,,(d- 4)) # 0. By 
[A, Theorem 0.11, there is a line Z in P3 with length (Z n B) B d - 2. By 
degree reasons (and g(B) > 0), the image of Zn B under the complete 
embedding of B into P4 cannot be collinear. Again we get ord(B) 2 d - 4, 
i.e., ord( B) = diam( B). 
The case of hyperelliptic curves considered in 2.1 is rather exceptional, as 
shown by the next result 2.2 and its Corollary 2.4; in 2.3 we will explain 
when the assumptions of 2.2 are satisfied in the more interesting cases (i.e., 
a= 1 and e=O or 1). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Fix integers n, m, e, k, a, c, t, with 5 d m < n, e > 0, 
c > et, t > 1, k > a 2 1, and a linearly normal smooth surface scroll 
Fc P”, FZ F,. Let 7c be a projection of P” into Pm from a linear subspace 
T not intersecting F; set S := z(F) and assume xfF an embedding. Fix a 
reduced M c F, ME Ich + tf ) (h and f generators of Pic( F) with h2 = -e, 
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hf = 1, f'=O); let x be the integer such that 2x-e=n - 1, so that 
O(h + xf) = O,(l); assume h’(F, O,((a - c)h + (ax - t) f)) = 0 and 
h’(F, O,((k - c)h + (kx - t) f )) # 0. Assume h’(I,,(k)) = 0. Then no class 
in H’(I,(M,,m(a)) suroiues in H’(I,,,,, (k)) and ord(a(M)) # diam(rr(M)). 
Proof. Using ‘II, we may identify the hypersurfaces of degree q in P” 
with the hypersurfaces of degree q in P” which are cones with vertex T; 
since rr 1 F is an isomorphism, we get the surjectivity of the natural map 
H’(Is,n,w)) -+ HV n(M,.m(a)). Since H’(I,,(k)) = 0 by assumption, the 
natural map H’(I,,(k))+ H’(I,c,,,,,,,(k)) is zero. Thus no class in 
H’(1 ,,,,,(a)) survives in H’(I,cMj.,H (k)). To conclude it is sufficient to 
check that the last cohomology group does not vanish. Consider the exact 
sequence 
O+O,((k-c)h+(kx-t)f)+O,(kh+kxf)+(O,(kh+kxf)I M)+O. 
(5) 
Using 7c, in the applications of (5) we will identify F and M with S and 
rr( M). Since O,( 1) is ample, we have x > e [H, chap. V, Corollary 2.181; 
thus [H, Chap. III, Examples 8.3 and 8.41 H’(F, O,(kh + kxf))=O. By 
assumption H’(F,O,((k-c)h+(kx-t)f))#O; by (5) the restriction 
map r: H’(F, O,(kh + kxf )) + H”(M, (O,(kh + kxf) 1 M)) is not surjec- 
tive. Hence the restriction map rn,MI,m (k) (which under the identifications 
induced by x factors through r) is not surjective. 1 
Remark 2.3. By [P] we have for instance H’(I,,(w)) = 0 for every 
MI 2 deg(S) = n - 1; since 7c is general, the proofs in [BE93 give very easily 
better bounds for W. The assumptions of 2.2 for a = 1, c = 2, k = n - 1 are 
satisfiedfore=Oift>,(n-1)2/2+2,andife=1 iftan(n-1)/2+1. 
Thus we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Fix integers n, m, a with a 3 1, 5 G m < n. Then there is 
an integer g(n, a) such that for every g> g(n, a) and eoery linearly normal 
hyperelliptic curve C c P”, with p,(C) = g, deg( C) = g + n, a general projec- 
tion c’ of C into P” has ord(C’) < diam( c’) -a. 
Of course higher dimensional (non-linearly normal) scrolls or other sur- 
faces (e.g., elliptic scrolls for bielliptic curves) can be an obstruction for a 
curve D contained in them to have ord(D) = diam(D). 
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